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Abstract: This study is about a hydrogen mitigation system in a containment building like an offshore or a nuclear plant. A 

hydrogen explosion is possibly happened after condensation of steam if hydrogen releases with steam in a containment 

buildings. Passive autocatalytic recombiner is the one of the measures, but the performance of this equipment is not sure be-

cause the distribution of hydrogen is very irregular and is not predicted correctly. This study proposes a new approach for im-

proving the hydrogen removing performance with hydrogen-guiding property. The steam is simulated and analysed. The results 

show that the shallow air containment reduced over 55% of the released hydrogen and the deep air containment type reduces 

over 80% of released hydrogen.
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1. Introduction

Many studies have been carried out to reduce the 

hydrogen risk in a containment building, such as 

pre-inerting, post-accident inerting, post-accident dilution, 

passive auto-catalytic recombiner (PAR), igniter, catalytic 

recombiner and igniter (dual concept), post-accident dilution 

(PAD) and catalytic recombination, containment atmosphere 

dilution by inert gas injection and catalytic recombination, 

and engineered mixing and deliberate ignition [1].

The method for measuring hydrogen mitigation is highly 

plant specific. Certain containment designs preclude the 

implementation of other measures [2]. Furthermore, each of 

the various measures available has its strengths and 

weaknesses [3]. There is no single strategy or technique 

that is universally appropriate for all designs and accident 

scenarios [4], even for all phases of an accident in a 

particular design [5].

PARs are equipped widely in many containments of 

European light water reactors (LWR) [6]. PAR is so-called 

because it requires no external power input to function. 

They are self-starting and self-feeding [7]. Platinum or 

palladium are the materials most commonly used in PAR 

as a catalyst owing to their ability to absorb hydrogen and 

oxygen [8]. These materials have proven ability to reduce 

the deflagration or detonation risk [9].

Hydrogen is a flammable gas, which means that is reacts 

chemically with oxygen to form steam: 2H₂ + O₂ → 2H2O.

This chemical reaction releases energy in the form of 

heat. The heat of combustion is 120kJ per gram of 

hydrogen. In an accident situation in a nuclear power 

plant, combustion will normally occur in a premixed 

“cloud”, consisting of hydrogen, air, normally steam, and 

even other gases [10]. Although hydrogen is a flammable 

gas, it will not always burn immediately when mixed with 

oxygen. For combustion to take place, it has to be 

triggered by some initiating events: ignition and favorable 

conditions. The physical conditions that define these 

conditions is a gas cloud to sustain hydrogen combustion 

and the composition [11]. The range of species 

concentrations within which the cloud is burnable are 

called the “flammability limits”, which can be defined as 

“lower flammability (necessary minimum concentration of 

burnable gas) and "higher flammability limits” (maximum 

concentration of burnable gas, as the mixture should also 

contain a sufficient amount of oxidant).

The potential risk can be reduced based on the “lower 

flammability limits” theory. Therefore, the PAR was 

designed to convert the hydrogen gas in the containments 

to keep the hydrogen concentration under the “lower 

flammability limits” [12]. The PAR works spontaneously 

as soon as the hydrogen concentration begins to increase 
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in the atmosphere [13]. The recombination reaction occurs 

spontaneously at the surfaces, and the water vapor, as a 

product of the reaction through the recombiner as natural 

convective flow currents, promote the mixing of 

combustible gases in the containment [14].

On the other hand, the PAR must be placed on existing 

hydrogen and reaction air. If not, the PAR is not working. 

Previous work submitted in the Journal of Nuclear 

Engineering and Design showed that hydrogen distribution 

is irregular and dependent on the failure locations, and air 

is not sufficient for the recombination process, as shown 

in Figure 1 [15].

This study proposes a new system design to remove 

hydrogen effectively, and analyses of its performance. 

Figure 1: Steam and hydrogen volume fraction distribution 

in a containment

2. Proposal of a mitigation system

Figure 2 shows a new concept design of a hydrogen miti-

gation system actively controlling the hydrogen distribution. 

Hydrogen induction can occur at any place where accidents 

happen. The hydrogen needs to collect at a place, and react 

with the surrounding air in an air reservoir to produce steam. 

Therefore, the hydrogen can be removed more effectively.

Figure 2: A concept design of hydrogen mitigation system 

actively controlled hydrogen distribution

3. Simulation conditions

Figures 3 and 4 show the inner shapes of the containment 

building. The containment building is a cylindrical shape with a 

dome top, and the structure in the lower part of the building is 

removed. An air reservoir and hydrogen is then removed. An 

air reservoir and hydrogen remover are added to the 

containment. The air reservoirs are given as two different types 

of shallow air in a reservoir (Type I) and the deep air reservoir 

(Type II) with depths of 12m and 18m, respectively. The diam-

eter and the height of the building are 22m and 80m, 

respectively. The total number of grids is 2,700,000 and the 

grids are generated using NX7.5 and ICEM-CFD codes. The 

grids are generated densely near the removal area to reduce the 

error from a high velocity and high pressure gradient.

Figure 3: Inner shapes of the Type I shallow air containment type

Figure 4: Inner shapes of the Type II deep air containment type

Table 1: Test conditions

Initial    
conditions

Temperature 298K
Pressure 1atm

Gas velocity 0 m/s
Gases Air 100%

Inlet     
conditions

Temperature 800K

Steam   
flow-in

Duration 0s – 8000s
Total mass 16000kg

Hydrogen 
flow-in

Duration 6000s – 8000s
Total mass 120 – 440kg

Calculation 
models

Turbulence Shear stress   
transport model

Buoyancy Buoyant model

Fluid specific model Density 
difference model

Fluid pair model Mixture model
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Table 1 lists the calculation conditions. The amount of hy-

drogen released is divided into four different situations, 120kg, 

200kg, 300kg and 440kg, to compare the performance of the 

new concept design hydrogen mitigation system.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Gases behaviours in the shallow containment (Type I)

Figure 5 shows the steam and air behaviors during the re-

lease of steam from steam release beginning (0s) until hydro-

gen release begins (6000s). Leakage failure is assumed to oc-

cur at the lower area of the containment. Most of the hot 

steam released from the leakage opening is gathered by the 

guidance wall and passes through the center hole and the 

steam accumulates from the top of the containment building. 

Steam begins to accumulate at the top of the containment 

building from 2000s, which is shown as a red color in the 

figure. Until 6000s, the steam accumulates from the hydrogen 

removal part, and also accumulates under the guidance wall, 

while air remains from the air reservoir.

  

      6500s             7000s             7500s  

      8000s             8500s             9000s

                      (a) steam

      6500s             7000s             7500s  

      8000s             8500s             9000s

             (b) Air

Figure 5: Steam and air volume fraction distribution

      6500s             7000s     7500s

      8000s             8500s     9000s

              (a) In the case of 120kg release

      6500s             7000s             7500s

      8000s       8500s      9000s

            (b) In the case of 200kg release

      6500s       7000s     7500s

       8000s            8500s      9000s

             (c) In the case of 300kg release

      6500s             7000s             7500s

  

       8000s       8500s      9000s

             (d) In the case of 440kg release

Figure 6: Hydrogen volume fraction distributions
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Figure 6 shows the hydrogen behaviors during hydrogen re-

lease in the case of the total released mass of 120 - 440kg. 

Hydrogen begins to release at 6000s and its volume fraction 

increases gradually. Some of the hydrogen passes up to the 

hydrogen gathering area through the guilding wall and then to 

the hydrogen removal part, in which hydrogen has been 

removed. The other part of hydrogen goes directly up to the 

top of containment through the gap by the building wall, in 

which the hydrogen remains at the top after hydrogen release. 

The amount of hydrogen remaining increases with increasing 

hydrogen release.

Figure 7 shows the curves of the released hydrogen mass 

and remaining hydrogen mass in the cases of 120 - 440kg 

release. Hydrogen release starts at 6000s, and hydrogen de-

creases from approximately 700s when the hydrogen reaches 

the remover, and the hydrogen concentration then decreases 

with time. 55-56% of the hydrogen released has been removed 

in the case of 120 - 300kg hydrogen release, but the reduction 

rate has been reduced rapidly to 25% in the case of 440kg hy-

drogen release.

Figure 7: Comparisons of the hydrogen released mass and re-

maining mass. 

4.2 Gases behaviours in the deep containment (Type II)

Figure 8 shows the steam, and air behaviors during 

steam release from the steam release beginning (0s) until 

hydrogen release begins (6000s) in the deep hydrogen 

guiding type (Type II). The steam release condition from 

the inlet is the same as that in the case of the shallow 

guiding type (Type I). With the steam behaviors of Type 

I, most of the hot steam gathers by the guidance wall 

and passes through the center hole and steam accumu-

lates from the top of the containment building, and air 

remains in the air reservoir.

       6500s       7000s      7500s

       8000s       8500s             9000s

(a) Steam

       6500s       7000s             7500s

       8000s       8500s      9000s

                     (b) Air

Figure 8: Steam and air volume fraction distributions

Figure 9 shows hydrogen behavior during hydrogen release 

in the case of the total released mass of 120 - 440kg. 

Compared to Type I, more hydrogen passes up to the hydro-

gen gathering wall and the hydrogen is then removed by the 

hydrogen remover. The other part of hydrogen that passes di-

rectly up to the top of the containment through the gap be-

tween air reservoir and building wall is also reduced rapidly.

Figure 10 shows the curves of released hydrogen mass and 

remaining hydrogen mass in the case of 120 - 440kg release. 

The remaining hydrogen curves are reduced with time, which 

is similar to Type I, but the reduction rate is much lower than 

those in Type I.
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      6500s      7000s     7500s

  

      8000s      8500s     9000s

            (a) In the case of 120kg release

      6500s      7000s     7500s

 

      8000s       8500s            9000s

             (b) In the case of 200kg release

      6500s       7000s      7500s

      8000s             8500s             9000s

             (c) In the case of 300kg release

      6500s      7000s     7500s

  

      8000s       8500s             9000s

             (d) In the case of 440kg release

Figure 9:  Hydrogen volume fraction distributions

Figure 10: Hydrogen volume fraction distributions

 Figure 11: Total reduction percents of released hydrogen

Figure 11 shows the final percentage hydrogen reductions in 

two cases of Type I and II under various conditions of hydro-

gen release. In the case of Type I having shallow guidance, 

approximately 55% of the total released hydrogen has been re-

duced under the conditions of 120kg to 300kg release, but on-

ly 25% has been reduced under the condition of 440kg release 

because a large amount of hydrogen has passed through the 

gap between the guidance, resulting in a lower recombination 

rate. In the case of Type II having deep guidance, more than 

80% of total hydrogen released was reduced under all con-

ditions of 120kg to 440kg release, which means that deep 

guidance is a more favorable condition for the hydrogen re-

combination process.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed a new concept design of a hydrogen 

mitigation system and analyzed the steam, air and hydrogen 

behavior during accidents, which is summarized as follows.
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-During steam release:

The steam will be gathered at the top of the contain-

ment building and push the air downward, which occupies 

the entire containment over the failure before hydrogen 

leakage occurs. The air pushes down from the upper part 

of containment, but the air remains in the air reservoir un-

til hydrogen reaches the hydrogen remover, which actually 

provides a favorable condition for hydrogen recombination. 

This overcomes the problem of an unsatisfactory recombi-

nation process due to the insufficient oxygen fraction.

-During hydrogen release:

Some part of hydrogen moves to the hydrogen gathering 

through the guiding wall and then to the hydrogen removal 

part. The other part of hydrogen passes directly up to the 

top of the containment through the gap by the building 

wall, in which hydrogen remains at the top after hydrogen 

release. The amount of hydrogen remaining increases with 

increasing hydrogen release. The final percentage reduction 

of hydrogen is 55% in Type I and 83% in Type II.
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